Las Vegas Personal Trainer, Drae 'The Beast' Moon, Goes Online with DraeMoon.com
Drae Moon, the famous Las Vegas personal training, is launching his brand new personal site about fitness
training and healthy lifestyle, including contact, the expert`s blog with valuable advice on the field and
amazing options and opportunities to become and stay fit.
Online PR News â€“ 25-March-2009 â€“ Drae Moon is a fast up and coming personal trainers and fitness
instructor in the Las Vegas area. He has worked with people from all backgrounds, from actors to military
personnel and even with health problems persons. They call him 'The Beast' as it is known he is extremely
results oriented. Drae is also a National Certified Trainer, NETA Certified and a Team BeachBody Coach.
Drae`s areas of expertise is as powerful and diverse as himself: Health & Fitness, Functional Training,
Strength & Power Training, Short, Intense Workouts, Interval Training, Core Strength & Power, Muscle
Building, Muscle Definition and Tone.
Â
The way Drae Moon provides his services and his attitude towards the fitness business is best described by
his own words: I see each relationship as a collaboration, working together to make things happen. What I
look for in a client is commitment. Are you ready to make some changes in your life? As your personal
trainer, I will provide the necessary tools to accomplish the end result, through progressively challenging and
invigorating workouts. I believe in variety, constantly changing and evolving exercise routines to ensure
continual progress and alleviate boredom.
Â
With his brand new DraeMoon.com site, Drae wants to get even more connected with people who have
decided to make the most of their body and health. Besides presenting himself, Drae also has a blog
providing valuable advice as a qualified trainer and fitness instructor.
Â
The services that Drae Moon provides consist mainly of three types: personal traning, group fitness
instruction and beach body fitness program. And as a Team Beachbody Coach, he is dedicated to the
BeachBody fitness community for providing adults all over the country personal and constant support as a
beach body coach in achieving the perfect shape, staying on track and motivated, and get lifelasting results.
Â
As a Team BeachBody Coach Drae also offers and promotes the BeachBody opportunity: to become a
coach, just like Drae is, under his careful guidance and support, while embarking in the life change process
and becoming fit, healthy and financially independent.
Â
Drae Moon is welcoming everyone on his DraeMoon.com site to get in contact and discuss all about the
fitness opportunities that Team Beachbody provides for a customized personal program of healthy living.
Â
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Drae can be contacted for further information directly by using the email info@draemooon.com or at the
telephone number 702.672.9880.
Â
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